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Abstract

This paper presents the main features and some simulation results for the DEPINT
system, a multi-agent system conceived to illustrate some essential aspects of a social
reasoning mechanism (Sichman, 1995), based on the notion of social dependence
(Castelfranchi et al., 1992). This social reasoning mechanism is considered to be an
essential building block of really autonomous agents, immersed in an open multi-agent
system (MAS) context, i.e., where agents may dynamically enter or leave the society,
without any global control. As the adaptation of an agent in such a scenario concerns,
dependence relations allow an agent to know which of his goals are achievable and which
of his plans are feasible at any moment. This way, an agent may dynamically choose a
goal to pursuit and a plan to achieve it, being sure that every skill needed to accomplish
the selected plan is available in the society. Concerning coalition formation, this model
introduces the notion of dependence situation, which allows an agent to evaluate the
susceptibility of other agents to adopt his goals, since agents are not necessarily supposed
to be benevolent and therefore automatically adopt the goals of each other. Finally, as
regardsbelief revision, the social reasoning mechanism allows an agent to detect that his
representation of the others is inconsistent. Because agents' interactions are guided by
their information about the others, it is exactly during these interactions that they may
detect that this information is either incorrect or incomplete, and eventually revise it. 
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1.1
In Conte and Castelfranchi (1992), two different approaches to modelling social
interaction are presented:

1. top-down models: in these models, agents are considered to have a global problem
to be solved "a priori". Hence, cooperation is taken for granted. Social interactions
are usually constrained by some pre-established organizational structure, which
"guides" agents in order to achieve the global goal. These models are often used in
multi-agent systems (MAS) which adopt a problem solving perspective;

2. bottom-up models: in these models, agents do not have common goals "a priori".
Social interactions are produced as a result of their efforts to achieve their own
goals. Neither cooperation nor any other kind of organizational structure is pre-
established at the start. These models are used in most MAS which adopt a social
simulation perspective.

1.2
The notion of an organizational structure which is dynamically built by the agents in
bottom-up models is called a coalition. It is shown in Conte and Sichman (1995) that
these models may also be classified into two main approaches:

utility-based models: in these, as in game theory ( Luce and Raiffa 1957 , Axelrod
1984), the social world is viewed as essentially consistent with the bellum omnium
contra omnes principle. It is considered as a domain of social interaction between
agents, where the latter must coordinate themselves for their to be a coherent global
behaviour. This is usually carried out by developing conventions and constraints.
The existence of other agents limits the autonomy, power and achievements of
individual agents;
complementarity-based models: these propose a different perspective on social
interaction, by taking into account the fact that agents may have complementary
skills, which may be needed to achieve the agents' own goals. In that manner, the
existence of other agents enhances the autonomy and power of individual agents.
Even if an agent cannot achieve some goal on his own, he may achieve it by asking
others for help.

1.3
The latter approach was adopted in the work reported in this paper. A social reasoning
mechanism (Sichman, 1995), here seen as an essential building block of really
autonomous agents, was developed. A social mechanism is one that uses information
about others in order to infer some properties. Consequently, the existence of such a
mechanism within an agent means that (i) an agent must explicitly represent some
properties of the others, which may change dynamically; (ii) an agent must exploit this
representation, and thus optimize his behaviour according to the evolution of the society
and (iii) an agent must revise this representation when he detects that his beliefs about
others are either incorrect or incomplete. This revision must be done in an autonomous
way, without pre-established global control.
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1.4
This social reasoning mechanism is based on the notion of social dependence
(Castelfranchi et al., 1992). In summary, an agent is said to be dependent on another if
the latter may facilitate/prevent him from achieving one of his goals. The notion of
dependence is dual to that of social power (Castelfranchi, 1990): if an agent is dependent
on another, the latter gains power over him. Dependence relations may be unilateral or
bilateral. As regards bilateral relations , mutual dependence is the case when two agents
depend on one another for the same goal, while reciprocal dependence is the case when
two agents depend on one another, but for different goals. In Castelfranchi et al. (1992), it
is shown that mutual dependence leads to cooperation, while reciprocal dependence leads
to social exchange. A complete formal description of the model may be found inSichman
(1995).

1.5
One may find in the literature other approaches to modelling dependence and power
relations (see Skvoretz and Willer (1993) for a review). While this paper does not propose
to compare such theories, the model on which it is based (Castelfranchi et al., 1992) has
some advantages: (i) the dependence network is built dynamically by the agents
themselves, and it is not created by the system's designer in an "ad-hoc" manner; (ii) the
dependence network itself is just a representation of a formal theory and (iii) the model is
predictive rather than a descriptive. By the way, it is exactly the fact that each agent
constructs his private dependence network "on-the-fly" that justifies the cognitive
complexity of the model: one cannot use reactive approaches in an open MAS scenario.1

1.6
This paper presents the main features and some significant simulation results from the
DEPINT system, a multi-agent system conceived to illustrate some essential aspects of an
agent's social reasoning mechanism, particularly the following:

concerning the adaptation of an agent, dependence relations allow an agent to know
which of his goals are achievable and which of his plans are feasible at any
moment. In short, a plan is said to be feasible if all the actions needed to accomplish
this plan can be performed by at least one current member of the society. An
achievable goal is a goal that has at least one feasible plan which when completed
achieves this goal. A more detailed definition of these terms can be found in
Sichman (1996). As a result, an agent may use his social reasoning mechanism to
choose dynamically a goal to pursue and a plan to achieve it, being sure that every
skill needed to accomplish the selected plan is available in the society;
concerning coalition formation, this model introduces the notion of dependence
situation, which allows an agent to evaluate the susceptibility of other agents to
adopt his goals (Sichman and Demazeau, 1995b). This being the case, the choice of
partners is done more efficiently, because agents are not necessarily supposed to be
benevolent, i.e., they do not automatically adopt the goals of each other;
concerning belief revision, the social reasoning mechanism allows an agent to detect
that his representation of others is inconsistent (Sichman and Demazeau, 1995a).
Because agents' interactions are guided by their information about the others, it is
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during interactions that they may detect that this information is either incorrect or
incomplete. In the general case of open MAS, complete and totally correct
information about each other is clearly an exception, because agents have only
partial descriptions of one another and of the environment. By detecting the
incorrect/incomplete beliefs he has about others, an agent may revise them to restore
consistency (Sichman and Demazeau, 1996).

1.7
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some basic principles for
the agents. Section 3 briefly presents the core notions of the social reasoning mechanism:
external description, dependence network, goal situations and dependence situations. A
multi-agent development environment called MASENV is described briefly in section 4.
The major aspects of the DEPINT system are detailed in section 5 and the results of some
runs are presented in section 6. Finally, conclusions and further work are presented in
section 7.

Basic Principles

2.1
The following principles about agents were adopted:

Principle 1 Principle of Non-Benevolence agents are not presumed to help each other:
they decide autonomously whether or not to cooperate with others;

Principle 2 Principle of Sincerity agents do not try to exploit each other: they never offer
erroneous information deliberately and always communicate information in which they
believe;  

Principle 3 Principle of Self-Knowledge agents have a complete and correct
representation of themselves: their goals, their expertise etc. However, agents may have
beliefs about others that are either incorrect or incomplete;

Principle 4 Principle of Consistency agents do not maintain contradictory beliefs about
others. Once an inconsistency is detected, they revise their beliefs in order to reestablish a
consistent state.

Social Reasoning Mechanism

3.1
The following subsections briefly present the core notions of the social reasoning
mechanism: external description, dependence network, goal situations and dependence
situations. A more detailed description, including the complete formal model, may be
found in Sichman (1995).

External Description
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3.2
We call external description the representation one agent has about the others. This
representation is a private one, which is acquired from different information sources:
perception, communication and inference. An external description consists of several
entries, each containing some information about one particular agent. An external
description entry contains the goals the agent is trying to achieve, the actions he is able to
perform, the resources over which he has control and the plans he has in order to achieve
his goals. A plan is a sequence of instantiated actions, composed of a single action plus a
collection of resources needed to perform it.

Table 1: External description

Agent Goals Actions Plans

ag5 write_mas_paper write_mas_section write_mas_paper() :=
write_mas_section(),
process_latex().

 write_ss_mas_paper analyse_mas_paper write_ss_mas_paper() :=
write_ss_section(),
write_mas_section(),
process_latex().

 review_oop_paper analyse_oop_paper review_oop_paper() :=
analyse_oop_paper().

   review_mas_paper() :=
analyse_mas_paper().

ag6 write_tel_paper write_tel_section write_tel_paper() :=
write_tel_section(),
process_latex().

 review_sig_paper analyse_tel_paper review_sig_paper() :=
analyse_sig_paper().

 review_se_paper process_latex review_se_paper() :=
analyse_se_paper().

   review_tel_paper() :=
analyse_tel_paper().

ag7 write_sig_paper write_sig_section write_sig_paper() :=
write_sig_section(),
process_latex().

 review_tel_paper analyse_sig_paper review_tel_paper() :=
analyse_tel_paper().

 review_se_paper process_latex review_se_paper() :=
analyse_se_paper().

   review_sig_paper() :=
analyse_sig_paper().

ag8 write_mas_paper process_latex ---

ag9 write_ss_mas_paper --- ---
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3.3
In order to illustrate the notion of external description 2, let us take as an example a
computer and electronic engineering research laboratory, with 5 researchers (see Table 1):

ag5, who is interested in MAS and wants to write two articles: one about the
common interests of MAS and social simulation, and a second one about MAS's
foundations. He must also review a third article about object-oriented programming,
a domain with which he is quite well acquainted;
ag6, an expert in telecommunications, who intends to write an article in this domain
and review two others, one about software engineering and the other about signal
processing;
ag7, a researcher in signal processing, who also aims to write an article in his
domain and review two others, one about software engineering and the other about
telecommunications;
ag8, a young researcher in the Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) field, who
wants to write an article about MAS's foundations, but who has not got any plan to
achieve this goal;
ag9, a researcher in social simulation, who wants to write an article about MAS and
social simulation, but who does not know how to accomplish this goal.

Agents ag6, ag7 and ag8 are well acquainted with the L ATEX language, while agents ag5
and ag9 are not. The external description of this society, containing the agents' goals,
actions and plans, is shown in table 1.

Dependence Network

3.4
In the implementation of the social reasoning mechanism, an agent stores all his
dependence relations in a single structure called a dependence network. Taking the
previous scenario as an example, the dependence network of agent ag6 would be:

ag6
<ag6>
----------  write_tel_paper 
         |----------  write_tel_paper:=write_tel_section(),
         |         |                   process_latex().
         |         |----------  A-AUTONOMOUS
         |                   |----------
         |  review_sig_paper 
         |----------  review_sig_paper:=analyse_sig_paper().
         |         |----------  analyse_sig_paper
         |                   |----------  ag7 
         |                             |----------
         |  review_se_paper 
         |----------  review_se_paper:=analyse_se_paper().
                   |----------  analyse_se_paper
                             |----------  UNKNOWN  
                                       |----------

3.5
As seen in the example, agent ag6 is able to perform all actions needed in the plan that
achieves goal write_tel_paper. Hence, he is autonomous 3 for this goal. Concerning the
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goal review_sig_paper, agent ag6 depends on agent ag7, as the latter can perform action
analyse_sig_paper. Finally, goal review_se_paper is not achievable, as action
analyse_se_paper is not currently available in the society: there is no agent that can
perform such an action.

Goal Situations

3.6
A goal situation relates an agent to a certain goal. The four possible goal situations are:

no goal (NG): the agent has not got the goal in his goal list;
no plans (NP): the agent has got the goal in his goal list, but he has not got any plan
to achieve it;
autonomous (AUT): the agent has got the goal and some plans to achieve it.
Moreover, at least one of these plans is such that he can perform all the needed
actions on his own, without needing to ask others for help;
dependent (DEP): the agent has got the goal and some plans to achieve it.
However, he cannot perform all the actions needed on his own in any of these plans.

3.7
In table 2, the goal situations of the research laboratory scenario are shown. One may
observe that agents ag8 and ag9 have not got any plans for their goals: consequently, they
will be inclined to accept any proposal of coalition sent to them in order to achieve their
goals, as will be shown in paragraph 6.9.

Table 2: Goal situations

Agent Goal G-SIT

ag5 write_mas_paper DEP

 write_ss_mas_paper DEP

 review_oop_paper AUT

ag6 write_tel_paper AUT

 review_sig_paper DEP

 review_se_paper DEP

ag7 write_sig_paper AUT

 review_tel_paper DEP

 review_se_paper DEP

ag8 write_mas_paper NP

ag9 write_ss_mas_paper NP
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Dependence Situations

3.8
If an agent depends on another one for a certain goal, he may wish to calculate if the latter
also depends on him for some of his goals. This being the case, a proposal of cooperation
or social exchange could be sent to this agent, with a chance of acceptance. On the other
hand, as agents are heterogeneous, their planning mechanisms may differ4. An agent may
thus infer a mutual dependence relating him and a possible partner, whereas the latter does
not infer the same bilateral dependence.

3.9
In order to capture this possible awareness of the partners 5, a notion called dependence
situation, which relates two agents and a goal, was defined. In order to introduce this
notion, the locality of a dependence is first established, i.e., which external description
entries are used by an agent to infer possible bilateral dependence relations. An agent
infers a locally believed dependence, either mutual or reciprocal, if he can infer this
bilateral dependence using only his own plans, but not his beliefs about his partners'
plans. When he uses his beliefs about his partner's plans, an agent infers a mutually
believed dependence 6.

3.10
Consider two agents i and j, where the reasoning agent is i. If i infers the goal situation
DEP for goal g, six different dependence situations between him and j may occur:

1.
Independence (IND): by using his own plans, he infers that he does not depend on
j for goal g;

2.
Locally believed mutual dependence (LBMD) : by using his own plans, he infers a
mutual dependence between him and j for goal g, but he cannot infer the same
conclusion using the plans he believes j has got;

3.
Mutually believed mutual dependence (MBMD) : by using both his own plans
and the plans he believes j has got, he infers a mutual dependence between them;

4.
Locally believed reciprocal dependence (LBRD) : by using his own plans, he
infers a reciprocal dependence between him and j for goals g and g', but he cannot
infer the same conclusion using the plans he believes j has got;

5.
Mutually believed reciprocal dependence (MBRD) : by using both his own plans
and the plans he believes j has got, he infers a reciprocal dependence between them;

6.
Unilateral dependence (UD): by using his own plans, he infers that he depends on
j for goal g, but the latter does not depend on him for any of his goals.
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3.11
In table 3, the dependence situations of the research laboratory scenario are shown for
agents ag5, ag6 and ag7. This table presents only the goals of agents whose goal situation
is DEP, in accordance with table 2.

Table 3: Dependence situations

D-SIT Agents

me goal ag5 ag6 ag7

ag5 write_mas_paper -- UD UD

 write_ss_mas_paper -- UD UD

ag6 review_sig_paper IND -- MBRD

 review_se_paper IND -- IND

ag7 review_tel_paper IND MBRD --

 review_se_paper IND IND --

3.12
The notions of goal and dependence situations are used by an agent in order to choose a
partner to whom a coalition proposal is to be sent, when the agent cannot achieve the
intended goal on his own. In Sichman (1995) and Sichman and Demazeau (1995b) a
criterion of choice of partner based on dependence situations is proposed. In short, this
criterion states that (i) a mutual dependence (either mutually or locally believed) is always
a better choice, since the reciprocation problem does not arise and (ii) a mutually believed
dependence (either mutual or reciprocal) is always a better choice, since the problem of
convincing the other does not arise. A more detailed description of these points may be
found in Sichman (1995) and Sichman and Demazeau (1995b). In the example, one may
notice that a social exchange between agents ag6 and ag7 will occur, with respect to goals
review_sig_paper and review_tel_paper.

The MASENV Environment

4.1
The DEPINT system was built using a MAS software development environment called
MASENV, which is based on active objects (Cardozo et al., 1993) and interaction
protocols (Demazeau, 1995). This environment aims to offer the MAS application
designer a set of several prototypes of agents, organizations, physical environments and
interaction modes, thus enabling more efficient development7.

4.2
In the design of the DEPINT system, the agent interaction language proposed by
Demazeau (1995) was used. This language defines the common vocabulary and syntax of
all the agents in the system. The syntax of this language is the following: 
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The <communication> field defines the implementation aspects of the adjacent
distributed system layer: the identification of the sender and receiver, the message
identification etc.

The <multi-agents> field is linked specifically to the multi-agent dimension. Based on
speech act theory (Searle, 1969), it defines the type, nature and illocutionary force of the
message and the identification of the interaction protocol being used (Demazeau, 1995).
For the type of interaction, the primitives proposed in Gaspar (1991) were used: request,
answer and inform. For the illocutionary force, a subset of the communication tones
proposed in Campbell and D'Inverno (1990) was used, ranging from commanding
(maximal priority) to informing, which characterizes a simple information exchange. For
the nature of the interaction (Boissier, 1993), the status of the information being sent was
specified in terms of dec (goals), ada (plans), com (actions) and obs (working
hypothesis).

Finally, the <application> field must be instantiated for each application, containing the
terms of the application domain.

4.3
Once an interaction language is chosen, one has to define how the interactions occur
during the execution of the system. The model proposed in Populaire et al. (1993) and
Demazeau et al. (1994) to represent interaction protocols was adopted. The main idea,
which is inspired by so-called "law-governed systems" (Minsky, 1989), is to constrain
the possible inter-agent interactions. An agent cannot send any information to any other
agent whenever he likes: a certain structure in the information exchange is thus imposed.
A more detailed description of these interaction protocols may be found in Populaire et
al. (1993) and Demazeau et al. (1994)

4.4
Three interaction protocols for the DEPINT system were developed: a presentation
protocol, an exit protocol and a coalition formation protocol. Whenever a new agent
enters the system, he uses the presentation protocol in order to inform the others about his
goals, actions, resources and plans. The other agents send back their own capabilities,
allowing the new agent to update his external description. Similarly, whenever an agent
leaves the society, he sends a message to the others, who take out the corresponding entry
from their external descriptions. The coalition formation protocol is formed by
propositions, acceptances, refusals and revision messages. The last is justified by the fact
that a possible reason for an agent to refuse to take part in a coalition is because the
sender has a false belief about his capabilities: the sender may believe that the agent can
perform an action, when in fact this is not true. This is perfectly possible in the scenario
adopted here, since the information sources, such as perception, inference and
communication, may lead to errors. The complete formal description of the protocols of
the DEPINT system may be found in Sichman (1995). The use of the coalition formation
protocol will be illustrated in section 6.

The DEPINT System
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5.1
The DEPINT system aims at showing how agents can dynamically establish dependence-
based coalitions, how they can adapt to the changing conditions of the society by
choosing different goals, plans and partners and how they can detect and revise incorrect
or incomplete information they may have about one another.

General Features

5.2
The agent model used in the system is based on the ASIC model ( Boissier, 1993, Boissier
and Demazeau, 1994) and is presented in detail in Sichman ( 1995). In this model an agent
may gather information about the others by perception, communication or inference. In
the current version of the DEPINT system, the following simplifications were adopted:

the agent's perception mechanism is simulated by a user interface;
the evolution of knowledge by inference is also simulated by a user interface;
coalitions are limited to two partners 8;
concurrent coalition proposals are not handled. Therefore, there are two basic
behaviours for the agents: active and passive. In active behaviour, the agent tries to
propose a coalition to some other agent , when he is not able to achieve his selected
goal on his own. He uses his social reasoning mechanism to choose a goal, plan and
partners. In passive behaviour, the user simulates the information gathering
(perception and/or inference) and the agent is limited to accepting or rejecting the
coalition proposals sent to him by the other agents. The belief revision procedure is
activated in both behaviours. It is up to the user of the system to decide which
behaviour each agent of the system will have in a given run.

Internal Control Cycles

5.3
For both of the agent's possible behaviours, a sequence of activation of the internal
mechanisms is defined, as described next.

Active behaviour

5.4
An agent in the active behaviour mode performs the following steps:

1.
first, the agent chooses a goal to pursue, taking into account its importance and
whether or not it is achievable (Sichman, 1995, Sichman, 1996), i.e., the agent
chooses the most important goal (which is quantitatively valued) among those
which are currently achievable;

2.
after choosing a goal, the agent chooses a plan to achieve it. Similarly to the
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previous case, this choice is made in such a way that the least costly plan (which is
also quantitatively valued) among those which are currently feasible is chosen;

3.
if the agent can perform all actions in the chosen plan on his own, he does so.
Otherwise, using his dependence situations as a criterion (Sichman, 1995, Sichman
and Demazeau, 1995b), he chooses a partner to whom a coalition proposal is to be
sent.

After sending a proposal, the agent waits until he receives a reply. This reply may be
of three different types:

(a)
the agent may receive a revision message. This means that his partner has
detected that he has either an incorrect or an incomplete belief about him
(Sichman and Demazeau, 1995a). If this is the case, the agent revises his
beliefs about the partner. A context choice criterion for this revision was
proposed in (Sichman and Demazeau, 1996). When the revision procedure is
completed, the reasoning agent takes the partner out of the list of possible
partners and tries to contact another possible partner;

(b)
the agent may receive a message of refusal. In this case, the partner is taken
out of the list of possible partners and the agent tries to find another possible
partner;

(c)
the agent may receive a message of acceptance. In this situation, a coalition is
formed and the system returns to its initial state.

5.5
If the agent receives a message of refusal or revision, the list of possible partners might
become empty. This being the case, the agent restarts reasoning about plans, because this
means that the previously selected plan is no longer feasible. He then tries to find another
feasible plan for the selected goal. If the list of feasible plans also becomes empty, the
agent restarts reasoning about goals, because the previously selected goal is no longer
achievable. Finally, if there is no other achievable goal, the system returns to its initial
state.

Passive behaviour

5.6
An agent in the passive behaviour mode performs the following steps:

1.
the agent asks the user if he wants to simulate the inference mechanism 9. If so, the
user enters new data, specifying the agent, the type of information (goal, action,
resource or plan), and the action to be taken (insert or take out the information). The
belief revision procedure is then activated;
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2.
the same procedure is used to simulate perception. The only difference lies in the
data being differently tagged, corresponding to the information source used;

3.
the next step corresponds to message handling. In this state, four different types of
messages may be received:

(a)
a presentation message, after which the agent updates his external description,
by adding a new entry corresponding to the new agent. He also replies to the
message, sending back to the new agent his own capabilities, goals etc;

(b)
an answer to a presentation message, previously sent by the agent when he
himself has entered the system. In this case, as in the previous one, the agent
updates his external description, but he does not send any message in return;

(c)
an exit message, after which the agent takes out the corresponding entry of his
external description;

(d)
a coalition proposal, when the agent reasons and decides whether or not he
should accept the proposal. In summary, the agent will accept a proposal if the
proponent should be one of his favourite partners, as in the case of active
behaviour. He will also accept it if his goal situation is NP for the offered goal.
A complete description of this criterion may be found in Sichman (1995);

4.
the message handling is repeated until there are no more messages to be treated.

Simulation Results

6.1
In the following subsections, results from running the DEPINT system are presented. The
main goal is to show (i) that, within this system, agents can effectively establish
coalitions dynamically, based on the notion of dependence, (ii) that they can adapt to the
changing conditions of an open MAS by choosing different goals, plans and partners as
agents leave or enter the society and (iii) that they can revise the incorrect/incomplete
information they have about one another, as a result of their interactions.

6.2
In order to illustrate these points, the example of the research environment shown in
section 3 will be used.

Example Of Autonomy

6.3
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Suppose that initially the only agent in the system is ag5. If this agent is in the active
behaviour mode, the simulation results are the following:

===== Initial state ...

Do you want the agent to be active in this cycle? (y/n): y

===== Reasoning about goals ...

My dependence network is:
  ag5
 <ag5>
----------  write_mas_paper (20)
         |----------  write_mas_paper:=write_mas_section(), 
         |         |                    process_latex().
         |         |----------  process_latex
         |                   |----------  UNKNOWN
         |                             |----------
         |  review_oop_paper (10)
         |----------  review_oop_paper:=analyse_oop_paper().
         |         |----------  A-AUTONOMOUS
         |                   |----------
         |  write_ss_mas_paper (30)
         |----------  write_ss_mas_paper:=write_ss_section(), 
                   |                      write_mas_section(), 
                   |                      process_latex().
                   |----------  write_ss_section
                             |**********  UNKNOWN
                             |         |----------
                             |  process_latex
                             |**********  UNKNOWN
                                       |----------

My current list of possible goals is :
     write_mas_paper(20) non achievable
     review_oop_paper(10) achievable
     write_ss_mas_paper(30) non achievable

===== Deciding about goals ...

The goal selected is : review_oop_paper (10) 

===== Reasoning about plans ...

My dependence network is:
  ag5
 <ag5>
----------  review_oop_paper (10)
         |----------  review_oop_paper:=analyse_oop_paper().
                   |----------  A-AUTONOMOUS
                             |----------

My current list of possible plans is:
     review_oop_paper:=analyse_oop_paper().(10) feasible

===== Deciding about plans ...

The plan selected is :
     review_oop_paper:=analyse_oop_paper(). (10) 

===== Reasoning about partners ...

My dependence network is:
  ag5
 <ag5>
----------  review_oop_paper (10)
         |----------  review_oop_paper:=analyse_oop_paper().
                   |----------  A-AUTONOMOUS
                             |----------

My goal situation is AUT
I do not need any actions in the committed plan

===== Deciding about partners ...

I am autonomous for the committed plan, no need of partners

6.4
One may notice that in this scenario, the agent has chosen the only goal which is
achievable at the moment (review_oop_paper), even if the importance of this goal is the
lowest among all his goals. As the agent is autonomous for this goal, no coalition
proposal is sent to any other agent.
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Example Of Unsuccessful Coalition

6.5
Suppose now that agents ag6 and ag7 enter the system, sending a presentation message 10.
By receiving such messages, ag5 updates his external description, adding two entries
corresponding respectively to the two new members. The results concerning the active
phase of agent ag5 are presented below:

===== Initial state ...

Do you want the agent to be active in this cycle? (y/n): y

===== Reasoning about goals ...

My dependence network is:
  ag5
 <ag5>
----------  write_mas_paper (20)
         |----------  write_mas_paper:=write_mas_section(), 
         |         |                   process_latex().
         |         |----------  process_latex
         |                   |----------  ag6
         |                             |----------
         |                             |  ag7
         |                             |----------
         |
         |  review_oop_paper (10)
         |----------  review_oop_paper:=analyse_oop_paper().
         |         |----------  A-AUTONOMOUS
         |                   |----------
         |  write_ss_mas_paper (30)
         |----------  write_ss_mas_paper:=write_ss_section(), 
                   |                      write_mas_section(), 
                   |                      process_latex().
                   |----------  write_ss_section
                             |**********  UNKNOWN
                             |         |----------
                             |  process_latex
                             |**********  ag6
                                       |----------
                                       |  ag7
                                       |----------
My current list of possible goals is :
     write_mas_paper(20) achievable
     review_oop_paper(10) achievable
     write_ss_mas_paper(30) non achievable

===== Deciding about goals ...

The goal selected is : write_mas_paper (20) 

===== Reasoning about plans ...

My dependence network is:
  ag5
 <ag5>
----------  write_mas_paper (20)
         |----------  write_mas_paper:=write_mas_section(), 
                   |                   process_latex().
                   |----------  process_latex
                             |----------  ag6
                                       |----------
                                       |  ag7
                                       |----------

My current list of possible plans is:
     write_mas_paper:=write_mas_section(), process_latex().(20) feasible

===== Deciding about plans ...

The plan selected is :
     write_mas_paper:=write_mas_section(), process_latex(). (20) 

===== Reasoning about partners ...

My dependence network is:
  ag5
 <ag5>
----------  write_mas_paper (20)
         |----------  write_mas_paper:=write_mas_section(), 
                   |                   process_latex().
                   |----------  process_latex
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                             |----------  ag6
                                       |----------
                                       |  ag7
                                       |----------

My goal situation is DEP
My needed action  is process_latex
My current list of partners is :
     (ag6) UD NONE NONE 
     (ag7) UD NONE NONE 

===== Deciding about partners ...

The partner selected is : (ag6) UD NONE NONE 

===== Sending a message ...

---> Etape : conv1 DEPINTPROPOSITION init receive "5.5.92"
---> Destinataire : you
---> Type : request
---> Ressource : matter=dec,put,moi,proposal,

There is only one possible transition in the protocol

===== Trying to receive a message ...

6.6
This example shows that the social reasoning mechanism allows an agent to adapt
effectively to an open MAS. If these results are compared to the ones presented in section
6.1, ag5 now chooses to achieve another goal ( write_mas_paper), which has a higher
importance than the previously chosen goal (review_oop_paper) -- 20 instead of 10. This
new goal has become achievable by the arrival of agents ag6 and ag7.

6.7
Suppose that ag6 has the passive behaviour presented next:

===== Initial state ...

Do you want the agent to be active in this cycle? (y/n): n

Do you want the agent to leave the society? (y/n): n

===== Inferring properties about other agents ...

Do you want the agent to infer in this cycle? (y/n): n

===== Perceiving properties of other agents ...

Do you want the agent to perceive in this cycle? (y/n): n

===== Trying to receive a message ...

The message received is:
     ( PROPOSAL < ag5 polaris.imag.fr 13892 > 
     (write_mas_paper process_latex UD NONE NONE )

===== Reasoning about messages ...

I have received a proposal of coalition: 
     ( PROPOSAL < ag5 polaris.imag.fr 13892 >
     (write_mas_paper process_latex UD NONE NONE )
The partner has not offered any goal

===== Deciding about proposals ...

I will refuse the proposal, because there is nothing being proposed to me

===== Sending a message ...

Si error
---> Etape : conv1 DEPINTPROPOSITION init end "5.5.92"
---> Destinataire : you
---> Type : answer
---> Ressource : matter=obs,put,moi,revision,
Si !error&&!best_option
---> Etape : conv1 DEPINTPROPOSITION init end "5.5.92"
---> Destinataire : you
---> Type : answer
---> Ressource : matter=dec,put,moi,refusal,
Si !error&&best_option
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---> Etape : conv1 DEPINTPROPOSITION init end "5.5.92"
---> Destinataire : you
----> Type : answer
---> Ressource : matter=dec,put,moi,acceptance,

The transition chosen is !error&&!best_option

6.8
Agent ag6 has refused to take part in the coalition, because ag5 has not offered anything
in exchange11. Since the message of refusal is received, ag5 takes out ag6 from the list of
possible partners. He will then try then to form a coalition with ag7. The latter will also
refuse to take part in the coalition, for the same reasons as ag6. Following the description
of the active behaviour presented in paragraph 5.4, ag5 will restart reasoning about plans,
because his list of possible partners is now empty. Since this list has only one plan for the
committed goal, he will then restart reasoning about goals. As a result, he will choose to
pursue the only achievable goal (review_oop_paper), as in the scenario presented in
paragraph 6.3:.

===== Trying to receive a message ...

The message received is:
     ( REFUSAL < ag6 polaris.imag.fr 13893 >  )

===== Reasoning about messages ...

The partner has refused to form a coalition

===== Reasoning about partners ...

The committed partner has refused to form a coalition
Removing the partner (ag6) from the list of possible partners
My current list of partners is :
     (ag7) UD NONE NONE 

===== Deciding about partners ...

The partner selected is : (ag7) UD NONE NONE 

===== Sending a message ...

---> Etape : conv1 DEPINTPROPOSITION init receive "5.5.92"
---> Destinataire : you
---> Type : request
---> Ressource : matter=dec put moi proposal 

There is only one possible transition in the protocol

===== Trying to receive a message ...

The message received is:
     ( REFUSAL < ag7 polaris.imag.fr 13894 >  )

===== Reasoning about messages ...

The partner has refused to form a coalition

===== Reasoning about partners ...

The committed partner has refused to form a coalition
Removing the partner (ag7) from the list of possible partners
My current list of possible partners is empty

===== Deciding about partners ...

There are no more partners for the committed plan

===== Reasoning about plans ...

The committed plan is no longer feasible
Removing the plan 
     write_mas_paper:=write_mas_section(), process_latex(). 
from the list of possible plans
My current list of possible plans is empty

===== Deciding about plans ...

I do not have any more plans to achieve the committed goal
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===== Reasoning about goals ...

The committed goal is no longer achievable
Removing the goal write_mas_paper from the list of possible goals
My current list of possible goals is :
     review_oop_paper(10) achievable

===== Deciding about goals ...

The goal selected is : review_oop_paper (10)

Example Of Successful Coalition

6.9
Suppose now that agent ag8 enters the society. Once the presentation protocol is over, the
new active behaviour of ag5 is the following:

===== Initial state ...

Do you want the agent to be active in this cycle? (y/n): y

===== Reasoning about goals ...

My dependence network is:
  ag5
 <ag5>
----------  write_mas_paper (20)
         |----------  write_mas_paper:=write_mas_section(), 
         |         |                   process_latex().
         |         |----------  process_latex
         |                   |----------  ag6
         |                             |----------
         |                             |  ag7
         |                             |----------
         |                             |  ag8
         |                             |----------
         |  review_oop_paper (10)
         |----------  review_oop_paper:=analyse_oop_paper().
         |         |----------  A-AUTONOMOUS
         |                   |----------
         |  write_ss_mas_paper (30)
         |----------  write_ss_mas_paper:=write_ss_section(), 
                   |                      write_mas_section(), 
                   |                      process_latex().
                   |----------  write_ss_section
                             |**********  UNKNOWN
                             |         |----------
                             |  process_latex
                             |**********  ag6
                                       |----------
                                       |  ag7
                                       |----------
                                       |  ag8
                                       |----------
My current list of possible goals is :
     write_mas_paper(20) achievable
     review_oop_paper(10) achievable
     write_ss_mas_paper(30) non achievable

===== Deciding about goals ...

The goal selected is : write_mas_paper (20) 

===== Reasoning about plans ...

My dependence network is:
  ag5
 <ag5>
----------  write_mas_paper (20)
         |----------  write_mas_paper:=write_mas_section(), 
                   |                   process_latex().
                   |----------  process_latex
                             |----------  ag6
                                       |----------
                                       |  ag7
                                       |----------
                                       |  ag8
                                       |----------

My current list of possible plans is:
     write_mas_paper:=write_mas_section(), process_latex().(20) feasible

===== Deciding about plans ...
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The plan selected is :
     write_mas_paper:=write_mas_section(), process_latex(). (20) 

===== Reasoning about partners ...

My dependence network is:
  ag5
 <ag5>
----------  write_mas_paper (20)
         |----------  write_mas_paper:=write_mas_section(), 
                   |                   process_latex().
                   |----------  process_latex
                             |----------  ag6
                                       |----------
                                       |  ag7
                                       |----------
                                       |  ag8
                                       |----------
My goal situation is DEP
My needed action  is process_latex
My current list of partners is :
     (ag6) UD NONE NONE 
     (ag7) UD NONE NONE 
     (ag8) LBMD write_mas_paper write_mas_section 

===== Deciding about partners ...

The partner selected is : (ag8) LBMD write_mas_paper write_mas_section 

===== Sending a message ...

---> Etape : conv1 DEPINTPROPOSITION init receive "5.5.92"
---> Destinataire : you
---> Type : request
---> Ressource : matter=dec put moi proposal 

There is only one possible transition in the protocol

===== Trying to receive a message ...

6.10
ag5 now chooses to interact with ag8 since, according to the criterion of choice of
partners (Sichman and Demazeau, 1995b), a LBMD is a better dependence situation than
a UD. Once more, the social reasoning mechanism enables the agent to adapt to the
changing conditions of the society.

6.11
The passive behaviour of ag8 is the following:

===== Initial state ...

Do you want the agent to be active in this cycle? (y/n): n

Do you want the agent to leave the society? (y/n): n

===== Inferring properties about other agents ...

Do you want the agent to infer in this cycle? (y/n): n

===== Perceiving properties of other agents ...

Do you want the agent to perceive in this cycle? (y/n): n

===== Trying to receive a message ...

The message received is:
     ( PROPOSAL < ag5 polaris.imag.fr 13892 > 
     (write_mas_paper process_latex LBMD write_mas_paper write_mas_section )

===== Reasoning about messages ...

I have received a proposal of coalition: 
     ( PROPOSAL < ag5 polaris.imag.fr 13892 > 
     (write_mas_paper process_latex LBMD write_mas_paper write_mas_section )

My dependence network is:
  ag8
 <ag8>
----------  write_mas_paper (10)
         |----------  NO-PLANS
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                   |----------

My goal situation is NP

===== Deciding about proposals ...

I will accept the proposal, because I do not have a plan for this goal

===== Sending a message ...

Si error
---> Etape : conv1 DEPINTPROPOSITION init end "5.5.92"
---> Destinataire : you
---> Type : answer
---> Ressource : matter=obs,put,moi,revision,
Si !error&&!best_option
---> Etape : conv1 DEPINTPROPOSITION init end "5.5.92"
---> Destinataire : you
---> Type : answer
---> Ressource : matter=dec,put,moi,refusal,
Si !error&&best_option
---> Etape : conv1 DEPINTPROPOSITION init end "5.5.92"
---> Destinataire : you
---> Type : answer
---> Ressource : matter=dec,put,moi,acceptance,

The transition chosen is !error&&best_option

6.12
As explained before in paragraph 3.7, ag8 agrees to take part in the coalition, since his
goal situation for this goal is NP. The acceptance message handling of agent ag5 is shown
below:

===== Trying to receive a message ...

The message received is:
     ( ACCEPTANCE < ag8 polaris.imag.fr 13895 >  )

===== Reasoning about messages ...

*** The partner has accepted to form a coalition ***

Example Of Belief Revision

6.13
Suppose now that agents ag6, ag7 and ag8 leave the society, and that agent ag9 enters the
system. Also suppose that ag5 infers that ag9 is able to perform actions write_ss_section
and process_latex. For instance considering action write_ss_section, the inference may be
carried out thus:

===== Initial state ...

Do you want the agent to be active in this cycle? (y/n): n

Do you want the agent to leave the society? (y/n): n

===== Inferring properties about other agents ...

Do you want the agent to infer in this cycle? (y/n): y

Type the name of the agent to be selected: ag9

Inference may be about goals, actions, resources or plans

Type the selected option (G/A/R/P): a

The current actions of agent < ag9 polaris.imag.fr 14015 > are:

Entries may be inserted or removed

Type the selected option (I/R): i

Type the INCOMPLETE ACTION: write_ss_section

Type the cost  of the ACTION: 10
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===== Reasoning about the others ...

I must revise the following information:
     ( (ag9) ACTION INCOMPLETE write_ss_section )

===== Deciding about the others ...

Incomplete information is always updated

===== Revising information about the Others ...

Updating the external description
Action write_ss_section was included 
in the external description entry of agent
     < ag9 polaris.imag.fr 14015 >

6.14
The corresponding inference for action process_latex is similar and, therefore, will not be
presented here. Now, ag5 will choose the most important of his goals to achieve
(write_ss_mas_paper), since he believes that the latter has become achievable, as shown
below:

===== Initial state ...

Do you want the agent to be active in this cycle? (y/n): y

===== Reasoning about goals ...

My dependence network is:
  ag5
 <ag5>
----------  write_mas_paper (20)
         |----------  write_mas_paper:=write_mas_section(), 
         |         |                   process_latex().
         |         |----------  process_latex
         |                   |----------  ag9
         |                             |----------
         |  review_oop_paper (10)
         |----------  review_oop_paper:=analyse_oop_paper().
         |         |----------  A-AUTONOMOUS
         |                   |----------
         |  write_ss_mas_paper (30)
         |----------  write_ss_mas_paper:=write_ss_section(), 
                   |                      write_mas_section(), 
                   |                      process_latex().
                   |----------  write_ss_section
                             |**********  ag9
                             |         |----------
                             |  process_latex
                             |**********  ag9
                                       |----------

My current list of possible goals is :
     write_mas_paper(20) achievable
     review_oop_paper(10) achievable
     write_ss_mas_paper(30) achievable

===== Deciding about goals ...

The goal selected is : write_ss_mas_paper (30) 

===== Reasoning about plans ...

My dependence network is:
  ag5
 <ag5>
----------  write_ss_mas_paper (30)
         |----------  write_ss_mas_paper:=write_ss_section(), 
                   |                      write_mas_section(), 
                   |                      process_latex().
                   |----------  write_ss_section
                             |**********  ag9
                             |         |----------
                             |  process_latex
                             |**********  ag9
                                       |----------

My current list of possible plans is:
     write_ss_mas_paper:=write_ss_section(), write_mas_section(), 
                         process_latex().(30) feasible

===== Deciding about plans ...
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The plan selected is :
     write_ss_mas_paper:=write_ss_section(), write_mas_section(), 
                         process_latex(). (30) 

===== Reasoning about partners ...

My dependence network is:
  ag5
 <ag5>
----------  write_ss_mas_paper (30)
         |----------  write_ss_mas_paper:=write_ss_section(), 
                   |                      write_mas_section(), 
                   |                      process_latex().
                   |----------  write_ss_section
                             |**********  ag9
                             |         |----------
                             |  process_latex
                             |**********  ag9
                                       |----------

My goal situation is DEP
My needed action  is write_ss_section
My current list of partners is :
     (ag9) LBMD write_ss_mas_paper write_mas_section 

===== Deciding about partners ...

The partner selected is : (ag9) LBMD write_ss_mas_paper write_mas_section 

==== Sending a message ...

---> Etape : conv1 DEPINTPROPOSITION init receive "5.5.92"
---> Destinataire : you
---> Type : request
---> Ressource : matter=dec,put,moi,proposal,

There is only one possible transition in the protocol

===== Trying to receive a message ...

6.15
When ag9 receives this coalition proposal, he becomes aware that ag5 has a false belief
regarding his capability to perform action write_ss_section. Therefore, he will inform ag5
of this fact, allowing the latter to revise his beliefs:

===== Initial state ...

Do you want the agent to be active in this cycle? (y/n): n

Do you want the agent to leave the society? (y/n): n

===== Inferring properties about other agents ...

Do you want the agent to infer in this cycle? (y/n): n

===== Perceiving properties of other agents ...

Do you want the agent to perceive in this cycle? (y/n): n

===== Trying to receive a message ...

The message received is:
     ( PROPOSAL < ag5 polaris.imag.fr 13892 > (write_ss_mas_paper 
     write_ss_section LBMD write_ss_mas_paper write_mas_section )

===== Reasoning about messages ...

I have received a proposal of coalition: 
     ( PROPOSAL < ag5 polaris.imag.fr 13892 > (write_ss_mas_paper 
     write_ss_section LBMD write_ss_mas_paper write_mas_section )

My dependence network is:
  ag9
 <ag9>
----------  write_ss_mas_paper (10)
         |----------  NO-PLANS
                   |----------

My goal situation is NP

===== Deciding about proposals ...

I will refuse the proposal, because I do not have the needed action

===== Sending a message ...
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Si error
---> Etape : conv1 DEPINTPROPOSITION init end "5.5.92"
---> Destinataire : you
---> Type : answer
---> Ressource : matter=obs,put,moi,revision,
Si !error&&!best_option
---> Etape : conv1 DEPINTPROPOSITION init end "5.5.92"
---> Destinataire : you
---> Type : answer
---> Ressource : matter=dec,put,moi,refusal,
Si !error&&best_option
---> Etape : conv1 DEPINTPROPOSITION init end "5.5.92"
---> Destinataire : you
---> Type : answer
---> Ressource : matter=dec,put,moi,acceptance,

The transition chosen is error

6.16
In order to show the strict relation between social action and belief revision, a context
choice criterion was defined by Sichman (1995 and Sichman and Demazeau ( 1996), based
on both the sincerity (P2) and self-knowledge (P3) principles. Briefly, an agent will prefer
to believe in the information about agent i gathered by communication with agent i
himself. A more comprehensive description of this context choice criterion may be found
in Sichman (1995 and Sichman and Demazeau ( 1996).

Adopting this criterion of context choice, ag5 will prefer to drop action write_ss_section
from the external description entry of ag9, because the new information source is more
credible than the previous one. This procedure is shown next:

===== Trying to receive a message ...

The message received is:
     ( REVISION < ag9 polaris.imag.fr 14015 > 
     ( (ag9) ACTION INCORRECT write_ss_section )

===== Reasoning about messages ...

The partner has asked me to do a revision

===== Reasoning about the others ...

I must revise the following information:
     ( (ag9) ACTION INCORRECT write_ss_section )

===== Deciding about the others ...

Topic is (ag9)
Previous source was: <Inference>
New source is <Communication(ag9)>
New source is preferable

===== Revising information about the Others ...

Updating the external description
Action write_ss_section was removed from 
the external description entry of agent
     < ag9 polaris.imag.fr 14015 >

6.17
After updating his external description, ag5 would successively try to: (i) get a new
partner for this plan, (ii) get a new plan for this goal and (iii) get a new goal to pursue.
Consequently, as in paragraph 6.5, he will finally choose to pursue goal
review_oop_paper.

Conclusions
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7.1
The main features of the DEPINT system were presented in this paper. It is a multi-agent
system conceived to illustrate some essential aspects of a social reasoning mechanism
(Sichman, 1995), based on the notion of social dependence ( Castelfranchi et al., 1992).
This mechanism enables an agent to adapt to the changing conditions of an open MAS by
choosing different goals, plans and partners according to the circumstances of the society.
It was also shown that the notion of dependence situations may be used to guide agents in
the search for the most susceptible partner to form a coalition. Finally, concerning belief
revision, the social reasoning mechanism allows an agent to detect that his representation
of the others is inconsistent and to revise it. In this way, as also shown in Conte and
Castelfranchi (1992), social action and belief revision are highly interrelated mechanisms:
an agent uses his beliefs about the others to interact with the others and the results of this
interaction may lead him to revise his beliefs.

7.2
No other system is known to use the notion of social dependence to form coalitions
dynamically in an open MAS context. The great majority of cooperative problem solving
methods found in the literature (e.g. Wooldridge and Jennings, 1994), are restricted to a
formal level. Moreover, the DEPINT system is the first one to implement a subjective
representation of agents' dependence networks, within their "minds", in contrast to other
approaches which represent similar notions in an objective way (e.g. Yu and Mylopoulos,
1993, Carle et al., 1994).

7.3
Comparing the dependence-based coalition formation model presented in DEPINT
system with the contract net model (Smith, 1980), one may notice that in the former there
is a lower volume of global communication. Even if in the context of the DEPINT system
each agent broadcasts a message to every other at the moment of his entry, this
communication is done only once, and agents may take this information into account to
update the information they have about one another and to limit the agents to whom a
coalition proposal is to be sent, whenever they cannot achieve one of their goals by
themselves.

7.4
The effects of relaxing some of the model's basic principles will be studied in the near
future. As a first example, relaxing the principle of self-knowledge (P3) could enable the
agents to have a kind of learning mechanism: an agent could be told by the others that
some of his capabilities (i.e, actions/resources) could be useful to achieve different goals.
As a second example, relaxing the principle of sincerity (P2) could enable the study of
some additional social behaviours, such as manipulation and cheating. However, in order
to do so, the belief revision criterion, which is partially based on this principle (Sichman
and Demazeau, 1996), would need to be changed.

7.5
Several aspects of the DEPINT system could be improved. For instance, an extension to
coalitions with more than two partners is quite easy to implement (Sichman, 1995): one
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has to store partial "engagements" to a certain goal. If some needed action is not
available, these partial engagements must be broken. The very notion of engagement can
be taken into account in the criterion for the acceptance of partners: an agent may refuse
to take part in a coalition because he is already taking part in another one for the same
goal. In addition, one can better exploit internal mechanisms such as inference and
perception within the agents of the system.
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Notes

1 We call an MAS 'open' when agents may enter or leave the society at any moment,
without any global control. This framework is developed to cope with this kind of
system.

2 Forsimplicity's sake, the notion of resource will not be used in this example.

3 For simplicity's sake, the term a-autonomous is here used as a synonym of autonomous.
A more comprehensive definition of these terms may be found in Sichman (1995).

4 In this framework, agents do not perform on-line planning, they use predefined plans, in
a case-based reasoning style.

5 One must remember that the external description is a private structure and, as a
consequence, agents may have incorrect beliefs about others.

6 The term mutual belief used in this context does not denote the idea found in the
literature, for example, Levesque et al. (1990). The term here denotes the fact that the
reasoning agent believes that his partner is also aware of their bilateral dependence
relation.

7 Currently, only some parts of this development environment are fully implemented.
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8 The extension to multi-partners is quite simple and is detailed in Sichman ( 1995).

9 Currently, there is no domain level inference in the system. Both the inference and
perception mechanisms are restricted to the information stored in the external description.

10 For sake of clarity, the results of this simulation phase are not presented.

11 This fact is justified by the non-benevolence principle (P 1).
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